We trace the origin of the standard gravity cosmological constant problem to the assumption that Newton's constant G sets the scale for cosmology. We present an alternate cosmology based on conformal gravity in which this is no longer the case, and show that then an assumption regarding only the sign of the cosmological constant Λ, namely that it be the one needed to lead to cosmic acceleration, is sufficient, no matter how large Λ might actually be, to not only make its contribution to current era cosmology naturally be of order one today, but to even do so in a way which is fully compatible with the recent high z supernovae cosmology data. PACS number(s): 98.80.Hw, 04.50.+h
The recent discovery [1, 2] of a cosmic acceleration has made the already extremely disturbing cosmological constant problem even more vexing than before. Specifically, a phenomenological fitting to the new high z supernovae Hubble plot data using the standard Einstein-Friedmann cosmological evolution equatioṅ
where Ω M (t) = 8πGρ M (t)/3c 2 H 2 (t) is due to ordinary matter (viz. matter for which ρ M (t) = A/R n (t) where A > 0 and 3 ≤ n ≤ 4) and where Ω V (t) = 8πGΛ/3cH 2 (t) is due to a cosmological constant Λ, has revealed that not only must the current era Ω V (t 0 ) actually be non-zero today, it is even explicitly required to be of order one. Typically, the allowed parameter space compatible with the available data is found to be centered on the line Ω V (t 0 ) = Ω M (t 0 ) + 1/2 or so with Ω M (t 0 ) being found to be limited to the range (0, 1) and Ω V (t 0 ) to the range (1/2, 3/2) or so, with the current (n=3) era deceleration parameter q(t 0 ) = (n/2 − 1)Ω M (t 0 ) − Ω V (t 0 ) thus having to approximately lie within the (−1/2, −1) interval. Thus, not only do we find that the universe is currently accelerating, but additionally we see that with there being no allowed Ω V (t 0 ) = 0 solution at all (unless Ω M (t 0 ) could somehow go negative), the longstanding problem of trying to find some way by which Ω V (t 0 ) could be quenched by many orders of magnitude from both its quantum gravity and particle physics expectations (perhaps by making it vanish altogether) has now been replaced by the need to find a specific such mechanism which in practice (rather than just in principle) would explicitly put Ω V (t 0 ) into this very narrow (1/2, 3/2) box. Further, even independent of any quantum considerations, the new high z data pose a problem for Eq.
(1) even when considered purely from the viewpoint of classical physics. Specifically, since the ratio Ω V (t)/Ω M (t) evolves as R n (t) ∼ T −n (t), its current closeness to one entails that in the early universe this same ratio had to be fantastically small, with the universe only being able to evolve into its current state if this ratio had been extremely fine tuned in the early universe. Moreover, this particular fine tuning would have to be above and beyond that imposed by the flat inflationary universe model [3] since inflation only constrains the sum (Ω M (t) + Ω V (t)) to be one and does not fix the ratio. Thus at the present time neither inflationary nor quantum cosmology can readily accommodate the new high z data at all.
In order to try to diagnose the nature of the problem in as general a way as possible, we note that in any cosmology with a big bang, the early universeṘ(t = 0) would have to be divergent (or at least be extremely large), with Eq. (1) then requiring the quantity (Ω M (t = 0)+Ω V (t = 0)) to be equal to one no matter what the value of the spatial curvature k. Thus, given the radically different temporal behaviors of Ω M (t) and Ω V (t), in standard gravity no cosmology, flat or non-flat, could ever evolve into one in which
today without extreme fine tuning, to thus bring standard cosmology to a rather severe impasse which challenges its viability. Further, ifṘ(t = 0) does start off divergent, it must diminish as the universe evolves, with the early universe thus decelerating. Since the current universe now appears to be accelerating, the fine tuning problem can be viewed as the need to adjust parameters in such a way that the cosmology can exhibit diametrically opposite deceleration and acceleration behaviors in differing epochs. Since the big bang singularity itself derives from the fact that standard gravity is always attractive (since G controls gravity on all distance scales including those much larger than the solar system one on which standard gravity was first established), while acceleration is more naturally associated with repulsion (cf. the solution in which Ω M (t 0 ) is negative), it is thus suggestive that we might be able to balance the early and current universes more readily if there were no initial singularity at all, and if cosmological gravity in fact got to be repulsive in all epochs, with the universe then expanding from some initially hot state characterized bẏ R(t = 0) = 0 instead. To achieve this would thus appear to require the removal of G from the fundamental gravitational action. Additionally, ifṘ(t = 0) were indeed to vanish, the initial value of Ω V (t) would be infinite, and thus never require fine tuning. Moreover, if the universe accelerates indefinitely, then, no matter what may or may not have occurred in the early universe, in the very late universeṘ(t) will actually become arbitrarily large, with Eq.
(1) then requiring the quantity (Ω M (t) + Ω V (t)) to tend to one at very late times, again independent of the value of k. However, because of their differing time behaviors, we see that in the very late universe it would precisely be Ω V (t) which would then have to tend to one no matter what its early universe value. Thus at very late times the cosmological constant problem would actually get solved, and in fact would get solved by cosmology itself (i.e. no matter how big Λ might actually be, in permanently accelerating universes there will eventually come a time in which the measurable consequence of Ω V (t) will be that it will make a contribution to the expansion of the universe which will be of order one). Thus even while the discovery of cosmic acceleration makes the cosmological constant problem more acute, nonetheless, its very existence also suggests a possible resolution of the issue.
In order to see how we might be able to take advantage of this possibility, it is very instructive to analyze [4] de Sitter geometry in a purely kinematic way which requires no commitment to any particular dynamical equation of motion. Specifically, suppose we know only that a given geometry is de Sitter, i.e. that its Riemann tensor is given by R λρσν = α(g σρ g λν − g νρ g λσ ). For such a geometry contraction then yields the kinematic relation
µν , a relation which reduces toṘ
, with the deceleration parameter being found [4] to given by q(t, α < 0,
in the various allowed cases. As we thus see, when the parameter α is positive, each associated solution corresponds to a permanently accelerating universe, and that in each such universe Ω V (t) will eventually reach one no matter how big the parameter α might be, and independent in fact of whether or not G even appears in the cosmological evolution equations at all. Moreover, while q(t, α > 0, k > 0) will reach minus one at late times, quite remarkably, q(t, α > 0, k < 0) is bounded between zero and minus one at all times, no matter how large α might be. Thus unlike the unbounded α < 0 case, when α is greater or equal to zero, the deceleration parameter is either bounded at all times or approaches a bound at late times. Late time α ≥ 0 de Sitter cosmologies will thus always quench the contribution of a cosmological constant to cosmology no matter how large it may be, and thus the key task is to find a cosmology in which the current era is already late. Since Ω M (t 0 ) is not zero today, the standard model would not immediately appear to be an appropriate candidate, but, as we shall now see, this bounding mechanism will precisely be found to occur in conformal gravity, a theory which has recently been advanced as an alternative to standard gravity and its standard dark matter paradigm, a theory in which G does not set the scale for cosmology.
Conformal gravity (viz. gravity based on the locally conformal invariant Weyl action
where C λµνκ is the conformal Weyl tensor and where α g is a purely dimensionless gravitational coupling constant) has recently been advanced as a candidate gravitational theory because it has been found capable of addressing so many of the problems (such as dark matter) which currently afflict standard gravity (see Ref. [4] and references therein). Its original motivation was the desire to give gravity a dimensionless coupling constant just like those associated with the three other fundamental interactions. And indeed [5] , the local conformal symmetry invoked to do this then not only excludes the existence of any fundamental mass scales such as a fundamental cosmological constant, even after mass scales are induced by spontaneous breakdown of the conformal symmetry, the (still) traceless energy-momentum tensor then constrains any induced cosmological constant term to be of the same order of magnitude as all the other terms in T µν , neither smaller nor larger. Thus, unlike standard gravity, precisely because of its additional symmetry, conformal gravity has a great deal of control over the cosmological constant (essentially, with all mass scales -of gravity and particle physics both -being jointly generated by spontaneous breakdown of the scale symmetry, conformal gravity knows exactly where the zero of energy is), and it is the purpose of this paper to show that this very control provides for a natural accounting of the new high z data.
The cosmology associated with conformal gravity was first presented in Ref. [6] where it was shown to possess no flatness problem, to thus release conformal cosmology from the need for copious amounts of cosmological dark matter. Subsequently [4] , the cosmology was shown to also possess no horizon problem, no universe age problem, and, through negative spatial curvature, to naturally lead to cosmic repulsion. To discuss conformal cosmology it is convenient to consider the conformal matter action
for generic massless scalar and fermionic fields. For such an action, when the scalar field acquires a non-zero expectation value S 0 , the entire energy-momentum tensor of the theory is found (for a perfect matter fluid T µν kin of fermions) to take the form
with the complete solution to the scalar field, fermionic field, and gravitational field equations of motion in a background Robertson-Walker geometry (viz. a geometry in which the Weyl tensor vanishes) then reducing to just one relevant equation, namely T µν = 0, a remarkably simple condition which immediately fixes the zero of energy. We thus see that the evolution equation of conformal cosmology looks identical to that of standard gravity save only that the quantity −hS 2 0 /12 has replaced the familiar c 3 /16πG. This change in sign compared with standard gravity leads to a cosmology in which gravity is globally repulsive rather than attractive, even while local solar system gravity remains attractive in the conformal theory. (The sign of the gravity due to local gravitational inhomogeneities is fixed [7] by the sign of the coupling constant α g in the Weyl action I W , a quantity which simply makes no contribution in highly symmetric cosmologically relevant geometries where the Weyl tensor vanishes.) Because of this change in sign, conformal cosmology thus has no initial singularity (i.e. it expands from a finite minimum radius), and is thus precisely released from the standard big bang model constraints described earlier. Similarly, because of this change in sign the contribution of ρ M (t) to the expansion of the universe is now effectively repulsive, to nicely mesh with the phenomenological high z data fits in which Ω M (t) was allowed to go negative. Apart from a change in sign, we see that through S 0 there is also a change in the strength of gravity compared to the standard theory. It is this feature which will now enable us to provide a complete accounting of the high z data.
Given the equation of motion T µν = 0, the conformal cosmology evolution equation is then found to take the form (on setting Λ =hλS
with the deceleration parameter now being given as q(t) = (n/2 − 1)Ω M (t) −Ω V (t). As we see, Eq. (3) is remarkably similar in form to Eq. (1), with conformal cosmology thus only containing familiar ingredients. As an alternate cosmology then, conformal gravity thus gets as close to standard gravity as it is possible for an alternative to get while nonetheless still being different. Moreover, even though that had not been its intent, because of this similarity, we see that phenomenological fits in which Ω M (t) and Ω V (t) are allowed to vary freely in Eq. (1) are thus also in fact phenomenological fits to Eq. (3), with the various Ω(t) simply being replaced by their barred counterparts. In order to see whether conformal gravity can thus fit into the relevantΩ V (t 0 ) =Ω M (t 0 )+1/2 window, it is necessary to analyze the solutions to Eq. (3). Such solutions are readily obtained [4] , and can be classified according to the signs of λ and k. In the simpler to treat high temperature era where ρ M (t) = A/R 4 = σT 4 the complete family of λ < 0 solutions is given as
where we have introduced the parameters α = −2λS
Similarly the associated deceleration parameters take the form
where F = 2(β − 1)cosh(2α 1/2 ct)/βsinh 2 (2α 1/2 ct). Now while Eq. (4) yields a variety of temporal behaviors for R(t) (the recollapsing λ > 0, k < 0 and the curvature dominated λ = 0, k < 0 solutions may be found in Ref. [4] ), it is of great interest to note that every single one of them begins withṘ(t = 0) being zero (rather than infinite) just as desired above, and that each one of the solutions in which λ is negative (viz. α > 0) is associated with a universe which permanently expands (only the λ > 0 solution can recollapse, with conformal cosmology thus correlating the long time behavior of R(t) with the sign of λ rather than with the sign of k). We thus need to determine the degree to which the permanently expanding universes have by now already become permanently accelerating.
To this end we note first from Eq. (5) that with β being greater than one when λ is negative, both the α > 0, k < 0 and the α > 0, k = 0 cosmologies are in fact permanently accelerating ones no matter what the values of their parameters. To explore the degree to which they have by now already become asymptotic, as well as to determine the acceleration properties of the α > 0, k > 0 cosmology, we note that since each of the solutions given in Eq. (4) has a non-zero minimum radius, each associated α > 0 cosmology has some very large but finite maximum temperature T max given by
with all the permanently expanding ones thus necessarily being below their maximum temperatures today, and actually being way below once given enough time. To obtain further insight into these solutions it is convenient to introduce an effective temperature according to −chλS
V . In terms of this T V we then find that in all the λ < 0 cosmologies the energy density terms take the form
where (β − 1)/(β + 1) = T for the k > 0 case. With β being greater than one, we find that for the k > 0 case T V is greater than T max , for k = 0 T V is equal to T max , and for k < 0 T V is less than T max , with the energy in curvature (viz. the energy in the gravitational field itself) thus making a direct contribution to the maximum temperature of the universe. Hence, simply because T max ≫ T (t 0 ), we see for both the k > 0 and k = 0 cases thatΩ V (t 0 ) must already be at its asymptotic limit of one today, thatΩ M (t 0 ) is completely suppressed, and that q(t 0 ) = −1. For the k < 0 case we note that since the quantity
is always bounded between zero and one no matter what the magnitudes of T V , T max and T (t), the simple fact that T max ≫ T (t 0 ) entails thatΩ V (t 0 ) is bounded between zero and one today (with Ω V (t 0 ) then being given by tanh 2 (α 1/2 ct 0 ) according to Eq. (6)), and thatΩ M (t 0 ) is yet again completely suppressed in the current era. Moreover, in this caseΩ V (t 0 ) falls further below one the more negatively curved the universe gets, with it taking the value of one half the closer the current temperature T (t 0 ) is to T 2 V /T max . Thus in all three of the cases the single requirement that T max ≫ T (t 0 ) ensures thatΩ M (t 0 ) is completely negligible at current temperatures (it can thus only be relevant in the early universe), with the current era Eq. (3) then reducing toṘ
, to thus not only yield as a current era conformal cosmology what in the standard theory could only possibly occur as a very late one, but to also yield one which enjoys all the nice purely kinematic properties of a de Sitter geometry which we identified above. Since studies of galaxy counts indicate that the purely visible matter contribution to Ω M (t 0 ) is of order one (actually of order 10 −3 or so in theories in which dark matter is not considered), it follows from Eq. (3) that current era suppression ofΩ M (t 0 ) will in fact be achieved if the conformal cosmology scale parameter S 0 is many orders of magnitude larger than L −1 P L , a condition which is actually compatible with a large rather than a small T V . Comparison with Eq. (1) shows that current era λ < 0 conformal cosmology looks exactly like a low mass standard model cosmology, except that instead of Ω M (t 0 ) being negligibly small (something difficult to understand in the standard theory) it isΩ M (t 0 ) = −3Ω M (t 0 )/4πS 2 0 L 2 P L which is negligibly small instead (Ω M (t 0 ) itself need not actually be negligible in conformal gravity -rather, it is only the contribution of ρ M (t) to the evolution of the current universe which needs be small). Thus, to conclude we see that when λ is negative, conformal cosmology automatically leads us toΩ M (t 0 ) = 0 and to 0 ≤Ω V (t 0 ) ≤ 1, withΩ V (t 0 ) coming closer to one half the more negative the spatial curvature of the universe gets to be. Moreover, with it recently having independently been found [8] from a study of the effect of conformal cosmology on galactic rotation curves that k actually is negative, we see that conformal gravity thus leads us directly toΩ M (t 0 ) = 0, Ω V (t 0 ) = tanh 2 (α 1/2 ct 0 ), i.e. precisely right into the phenomenological region favored by the new high z data.
As regards our treatment of the cosmological constant, it is important to stress that there is a big distinction between trying to make Λ itself small (the standard way to try to address the cosmological constant problem) and trying to make its current contribution (Ω V (t 0 ) orΩ V (t 0 )) to observational cosmology be small, with this latter possibility being all that is required by actual observational information. Moreover, independent of whether superstring quantum gravity is or is not capable of quenching a Planck density cosmological constant, spontaneous breakdown effects such as those associated with a Goldstone boson pion or with massive intermediate vector bosons are clearly very much in evidence in current era particle physics experiments, and thus not quenched apparently. Hence all the evidence of particle physics is that its contribution to Λ should in fact be large rather than small today, with the essence of our work here being that even in such a caseΩ V (t 0 ) can nonetheless still be small today. Indeed, as our model independent study of de Sitter geometry showed, cosmic acceleration will cause the standard gravity Ω V (t) and the conformal gravityΩ V (t) to both become small at late enough times no matter how large Λ might be. Moreover, the G independent ratio Ω M (t)/Ω V (t) =Ω M (t)/Ω V (t) = −T 4 /T 4 V will also become very small at late times no matter what value of G might be measured in a local Cavendish experiment. With the overall normalization of the contribution of ρ M (t) to cosmology being the only place where G could possibly play any role cosmologically, we see that the standard gravity fine tuning problem associated with having Ω M (t 0 ) ≃ Ω V (t 0 ) today can be viewed as being not so much one of trying to understand why it is Ω V (t 0 ) which is of order one after 15 or so billion years, but rather of trying to explain why the matter density contribution to cosmology should be of order one after that much time rather than a factor T 4 /T 4 V smaller. Since this latter problem is readily resolved if G does not in fact control cosmology, but if cosmology is instead controlled by some altogether smaller scale such as 1/S 2 0 (indeed the essence of conformal cosmology is that the larger S 0 , i.e. the larger rather than the smaller Λ, the fasterΩ M (t) decouples from cosmology), we see that the origin of the entire cosmological constant problem can directly be traced to the assumption that gravity is controlled by Newton's constant G on each and every distance scale. This work has been supported in part by the Department of Energy under grant No. DE-FG02-92ER40716.00.
